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Pantone Color of the Year 2009 - Mimosa



Pantone Color of the Year 2010 - Turquoise



Pantone Color of the Year 2011 - Honeysuckle



Pantone Color of the Year 2012 - Tangerine Tango



Pantone Color of the Year 2013 - Emerald



Pantone Color of the Year 2015 - Radiant Orchid



Pantone Color of the Year 2015 - Marsala



Pantone Color of the Year 2016 - Serenity



Pantone Color of the Year 2016 - Rose Quartz
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Jim Jordan, Del Campo High School, Fair Oaks, CA   jjordan@sanjuan.edu 

Finding  
Your Inspiration

mailto:jjordan@sanjuan.edu


The 

PURPOSE of a 

yearbook is



to TELL  
the complete  story



yearof the



through
words, photos,

contemporary 
design



Whether you are 

outside  
the box



This,



This,





This,





This,



This,



This,



This,



Design 

outside
the box



..or just 

forget
someone thinks         there is a 

BOX and find your voice



but...where can we find  

new  
ideas? 



Where can you  
find a new 

inspiration?



here  
let’s start here



inspiration!

2018? 
i need me some



from your 
HEAD

DON’T
design



find YOURinspiration
and DESIGN

from it

own



I am a 
DESIGNER
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“So God Made a Designer”

Our task is important



It’s a book book

Design Quest 2018



IKEA “It’s a Book Book”



what is branding?

Design Quest 2018

(what makes a yearbook great!)



What is branding?

Why do some brands become great brands?

That is the magic of yearbook



Why do certain 

yearbooks become great 
yearbooks? 

Yearbooks that connect?

Branding/Creating a Great Yearbook



It’s because we (as 
yearbook journalists) tap 
into our ability to see not 

as ourselves, but as 
others. 

Branding/Creating a Great Yearbook



through the eyes, hearts, 
and minds of people 

Branding/Creating a Great Yearbook



Geniuses who have that 
special skill to look at the 
universe of people and 
translate that into the 
universe of visual and 

written communication 

Branding/Creating a Great Yearbook



to transform these 
observations we each 

sense into something that 
we can each tangibly see 

and understand 

Branding/Creating a Great Yearbook



That is the Magic! 

Branding/Creating a Great Yearbook



of creating a 

Yearbook! 

Branding/Creating a Great Yearbook



DESIGNconsiderations 
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http://www.fuelyourcreativity.com/

http://www.fuelyourcreativity.com




take a design 

field 
trip1.



– allocate a budget of $100 then 
take a group to visit one of the 
larger book stores.  

– check out the magazines and books  
     (Barnes and Noble, ?????- phone camera ready)  

– bond over design questing

1. Take a Design Field Trip



A touching moment in the life of a future graphic artist in New City.  
Too bad Global Ink is now  closed



check out Powell’s their huge selection of new and used graphic arts books



Advisers Academy 
2017 

What have you discovered?

1. Take a Design Field Trip



Frank Lloyd Wright, Architect — Community Christian Church



JEA Seattle 
2017 

What have you discovered?

1. Take a Design Field Trip















CSPA 
2017 

What did you discover?

1. Take a Design Field Trip







JEA LA 
2016 

What did you discover?

1. Take a Design Field Trip











with bad typography









CSPA 15 -



CSPA 15 -



San Francisco 2013 - Disney Family Museum



Macy’s Seattle



New York 2012!



New York 2012!



New York 2012!



New York 2012!



New York 2012!



create a designer’s 

Library 
10 design books to consider  

for graphic arts students 

http://www.designer-daily.com2.



• Print magazine  

         (not so much as it used to be.. <sigh>) 

• graphic design and art books 

• Before and A!er  

• web sites

2. Create a Design Library



Before and After magazine

http://www.bamagazine.com/

http://www.bamagazine.com


Find Fresh Sources

web siteshttp://www.designer-daily.com/

http://fontfeed.com/archives/screenfonts-june-2010/


30 Design books every graphic designer should read
1.



2.
30 Design books every graphic designer should read



30 Design books every graphic designer should read
3.



30 Design books every graphic designer should read
4.
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design books



design books



fresh
sources

find 



design
junkie?

are you a 



searching
for inspiration?

are you always 



sources
for inspiration?

new web  



magazines



ISSUU…easy access to new ideas

explore



ISSUU…easy access to new ideas

pick a magazine that looks interesting - Southwest magazine - “Wonder Lands”



ISSUU…easy access to new ideas

advertisement for UC San Diego

What 
Do 
You 
See?



ISSUU…easy access to new ideas

advertisement for “It’s Just Lunch”

What 
Do 
You 
See?



ISSUU…easy access to new ideas

What Do You See?





3. Find Fresh Sources

magazines











ISSUU discovery time



ISSUU discovery time



ISSUU discovery time



save your images into a presentation document



3. Find Fresh Sources

magazines



magazines



magazines



digital magazine library











http://jayce-o.blogspot.com/2015/09/20-creative-
examples-of-college-and.html

http://jayce-o.blogspot.com/2015/09/20-creative-examples-of-college-and.html






this changes everything.



canva.com

online design creation and training site



canva.com

online design creation and training site



canva.com

tutorials and training



canva.com
teaching materials



canva.com
teaching materials



h"p://designschool.canva.com/blog/graphic-design-tips-non-designers/

created by Canva, adapted by Jim Jordan

http://designschool.canva.com/blog/graphic-design-tips-non-designers/


01. For font’s sake, limit your typefaces



Use easy to read fonts for simple and 
effective graphic design. The eye finds it 
hard to scan multiple typefaces, so stick 
to a simple collection of fonts. 

Here I have used variants from the font 
family Aileron, a geometric sans serif 
typeface that has a simple and modern 
aesthetic. 

1



02. Don’t be Scared of Scale



Apply scale to type, shapes or compositional 
features that need proportionate emphasis. 

Use appropriate colors to enhance this 
technique while making sure that you 
choose suitable typefaces that look great 
when increased in size, here I used Raleway 
for the word ‘Scale’ as it has strong, bold and 
clear le"er forms. 

2



03. 



The le"er spacing on the word 
‘Respect’ was decreased to give it 
a condensed effect, as a visual 
representation of space, or lack 
there of. 

You can use le!er spacing to fill 
dead space, aliging your lines of 
text up nicely or to tighten up 
words that take up too much 
space. 

3

http://designschool.canva.com/blog/new-type-features-use/


04. 



Use easy to read fonts for simple 
and effective graphic design. The 
eye finds it hard to scan 
multiple typefaces, so stick to a 
simple collection of fonts. 

Here I have used variants from 
the font family Aileron, a 
geometric sans serif typeface 
that has a simple and modern 
aesthetic. 

4



05. 



Use easy to read fonts for simple 
and effective graphic design. The 
eye finds it hard to scan 
multiple typefaces, so stick to a 
simple collection of fonts. 

Here I have used variants from the 
font family Aileron, a geometric 
sans serif typeface that has a 
simple and modern aesthetic. 

5



10.



Just as it’s important to research and 
reference, it’s just as vital to push your 
abilities and skills to achieve original 
graphics. 

You don’t need to choose the typefaces or 
filters everyone else is picking. 

Avoid trends and create designs that 
correspond with your own unique style, 
leaving a personal stamp on your work. 

10



11. 



Canva discovery time



Canva discovery time



Canva discovery time



https://www.behance.net/



























13 Rules
To help you stop making bad font choices

typography



1. Legibility is King



1.  Legibility is king
We probably didn’t need to tell you that people should be able 
to read your graphic easily, but it bears repeating: Readability is 
the single most important goal of your graphic. Color, size, text 
box shapes, spacing, and background all influence readability, 

but you don’t need to be a designer to land on a pleasing 
combination. Easily tweak each of these elements in Spark Post 
by tapping through pre-loaded fonts, shapes, alignments, and 
spacing options. The following tips will help you know what to 

look for in order to make pleasing graphics, but whenever 
possible run it by someone who is not familiar with the copy. You 

know the content well so it’s harder to judge readability.



2. Establish Hierarchy



2.  Establish hierarchy
When you have multiple text elements in a design, you want to 

make sure you’re giving extra weight visually to your most 
important message. This is called hierarchy and it can be 

accomplished in a variety of ways—larger or bolder fonts, placing 
your most important message physically higher than other pieces 
of information, or using shapes to frame the focal point. Utilizing 

this principle in your design starts with your message first and the 
goals of your design. Figure out what the most important piece of 

info is first and design accordingly



3. Keep Copy Brief for  Social Media



3.  Keep copy brief for social 
media

Snappy, concise messaging works best on social media. 
Think call to actions, slogans, and powerful visual language 

that will compel people to stop scrolling. Use your text 
graphic to grab interest (bold minimalist compositions are 
popular on social media right now), then they’ll be more 
likely to read the accompanying caption or click through.



3.  Keep copy brief for social media
You don’t always have to fit all the information in the 

graphic. The caption can expand on the graphic or provide 
a space for secondary messaging, personality, or 

generating conversation. Invitations and flyers may require 
more information, but you still want to be concise and 

efficient with your copy. Think about what you want your 
takeaway to be and get rid of anything that distracts from 
the message. People have short attention spans, and you 

only have a few seconds to generate interest.



4. Know the difference between serif and sans serif - 
and use intentionally



4. Know the difference between serif and sans serif - 
and use intentionally

Serif type typically has curved extensions (serifs) on each 
character or letterform (ex: Times, Lora, Catana). Serif fonts are 

often used in print, while the simpler letterforms of san-serifs 
(ex: Arial, Helvetica, Bebas Neue) are more prevalent online. 
Readability depends on the particular font, but the general 

thinking is that sans-serif fonts are cleaner and therefore easier 
to read on screens. But don’t be afraid to mix serif and sans-

serif fonts in one design—it helps differentiate pieces of 
information in one design and the two types of fonts 

complement each other nice



5. Consider spacing and line length



5. Consider spacing and line length
If text lines are too long, it’s harder for the eyes to keep their 
place while reading, but if they’re too narrow, the rapid back 

and forth required will tire readers out quickly. There are always 
exceptions, but the above visual guide should give you an idea 

of what works. In Spark Post, you can adjust line length by 
pinching and expanding the text. Spacing between lines is also 
important to consider. In Spark Post, tap through the options in 
the spacing field when editing and when in doubt, let your lines 

of text breath a little.
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Make sure  
what you find here is  

still fresh!



College 
View Books  

on Pinterest



what Pinners are you following?

find

Mike 
Taylor























VIEWBOOK 2016-17
unco.edu/admissions





college 
look books

U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  C A L I F O R N I A ,  LO S  A N G EL E S

UCLA 
2013



college 
look books



college 
look books



become a 

font 
fanatic

4.



4. Become a Font Fanatic
http://www.myfonts.com/

http://www.myfonts.com


4. Become a Font Fanatic



4. Become a Font Fanatic



4. Become a Font Fanatic



4. Become a Font Fanatic



4. Become a Font Fanatic







https://creativemarket.com/blog/
2015/04/20/10-infographics-on-how-
to-mix-fonts-like-a-pro

https://creativemarket.com/blog/2015/04/20/10-infographics-on-how-to-mix-fonts-like-a-pro




DESIGN  
MINING

finding the cool stuff 

Design Quest 2018







2015  oscar awards 
finding the cool stuff 

Design Quest 2016



Best Picture Oscar Nomination Title  by 
Henry Hobson  directing and design



Production Design Nomination Title Sequence Oscars 2015 
 by Henry Hobson  directing and design



Oscars Pest Picture Nomination Title Cards 2014 
 by Henry Hobson  directing and design



TYPOGRAPHY
considerations 

Design Quest 2018



The History of Typography



KINETIC 
TYPOGRAPHY 

type on the move 

Design Quest 2018



Kinetic Typography •  Psychiatric Answering Machine



Kinetic Typography •  Jonathan Coulton - Shop Vac





find, explore, bookmark 

web sources
5.



http://www.smashingmagazine.com/
category/inspiration/

5. Find, Explore and 
Bookmark  

Great Design Websites

http://www.smashingmagazine.com/category/inspiration/




http://www.ads of the world.com

Bookmark  
Great Design Websites

http://www.smashingmagazine.com/category/inspiration/


Bookmark Great Design Websites

http://www.lokidesign.net/2356
http://www.lokidesign.net/2356


Bookmark Great Design Websites
http://fidm.eduFashion Institute of Design and Merchandising

http://www.lokidesign.net/2356
http://www.lokidesign.net/2356
http://fidm.edu


Bookmark Great Design Websites

http://mashable.com/2009/03/16/design-inspiration/

http://www.lokidesign.net/2356
http://www.lokidesign.net/2356
http://mashable.com/2009/03/16/design-inspiration/


Bookmark Great Design Websites
Color Palette Generators

http://www.lokidesign.net/2356
http://www.lokidesign.net/2356
http://typesites.com/helveticons/


you must be a 

collector 
6.

of great ideas 



6. Start a Clip file 
Assign every student to 

create a design portfolio 
(Can be done in a variety of formats)

  



  
 design  
 portfolio



  
 design portfolio

http://www.novayearbooks.com/1522/design-
portfolio-assignment/

http://www.novayearbooks.com/1522/design-portfolio-assignment/


 design portfolio using trello



 Decamhian  
Design  Portfolio  

2017 



To help you develop your “graphic eye” as well as 

help the editors determine trends in contemporary 

design, we are going to collect various elements in a 

graphic design portfolio.  

it may be done digitally or on paper or a combination of both. 



To help you develop your “graphic eye” as well as help the editors 

determine trends in comtemporary design, we are going to collect 

various elements in a graphic design digital portfolio.  

You will gather all your elements in a PowerPoint or Keynote 

presentation format.  Create an exciting, dynamic cover for your design 

portfolio and a divider for  

each major section. Try to find examples from a variety of sources. If 

you use magazines, don't use dull boring ones, like Time.  Ads and 

college admission books are great for ideas too. 



Each category should have 3-5 strong 

examples.  

After you label each example,  
explain why you chose it and what 

you liked about it. 



“show me your 
inspiration” 

mr. j says…



 Decamhian  Design  Portfolio 2016 

Infographics, 
Charts, Graphs



 Decamhian  Design  Portfolio 2016 

Color



 Decamhian  Design  Portfolio 2016 

Layout



 Decamhian  Design  Portfolio 2016 

Cool Stuff



Assignment 1: 
FIND ONE GREAT DESIGN 



Dima  Buinievich

Design



Assignment 2: 
A CAR; A GREAT BUILDING; 

HOT COLORS 



Assignment 2: 
CAR



Austyn Cromartie Car



Jessica Brown colors



Assignment 2: 
GREAT BUILDING 



Dima Bunievich building



Assignment 2: 
COLORS of 2018 



Becca Hughes color

!



Assignment 3: 
Find and Copy 



maddie nagle



maddie nagle



aly dahlberg



aly dahlberg

Best Friends



sneez paschinik



kayla landrum

S N E Z H A N A

Now, a swirl of pearls 
will help you not miss 
me. 

GOODBYE
I love everyone and will miss them 
when i leave next year. Try not to 
miss me, jk. 
Well i had a great time and en-
joyed every day here at yearbook.





inspiration
from

 reality
to
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16 17Student Life Back to My Roots

UKRAINE

After 20 hours at 20,000 feet, senior Elvira 
Manz set foot on Ukrainian soil for the 
first time. “I didn’t know what to expect 

and I was hoping to keep it that way. I went in 
with no expectations so that I would enjoy the 
experience no matter what, and I did.”

Manz planned to teach English to students in 
Temnogaytsi, a small village near Ternopil, but 
also discovered a love for the culture. “I did 
so much more than teach. I built relationships 
with people, and we were all just loving on 
each other all of the time. I also still keep in 
contact with a lot of my students, which is 
really cool.” 

In preparation for her trip, Manz tutored 
elementary and high school students in English 
through a district summer school program. 

“I was able to use a lot of the tactics from 
tutoring with my students in Ukraine.”

Manz’s parents immigrated to the United 
States in 1994, four years before she was born. 
Despite her heritage, Manz had never traveled 
to Ukraine. “When I finally traveled there this 
summer, I met a lot of my family for the first 
time, and it was a really cool experience.” 

Manz felt an immediate connection. “There 
are so many similar things that my parents do 
that people do there, and now I know where 
they got it all from. I saw so many connections. 
I met a lot of people for the first time and 
immediately felt very close to them. They went 
out of their way to help me. The hospitality 
there is great. There was an unconditional love 
and it was amazing.”

Manz teaches students in 
Temnogaytsi, Ukraine, where her 

father and siblings were born. 
ROOTS HOME is where 

the HEART is

Senior Elvira Manz travels to Ukraine for an English 
teaching program and reconnects with her culture, 
July 21 - August 17. STORY BY OLIVIA LOZANO

back to my

BLOODLINES   

“I went to the Dominican Republic for 17 days for a big family 
reunion. My mom hadn’t been to her homeland for over 20 years 
and we all got together in Punta Cana. We traveled throughout the 
whole country and visited all the popular spots. I think my favorite 
part was seeing a different part of the world. I had never been out 
of the States before, and it was cool being in a new environment.” 
SENIOR JOSE VILLA 

“I moved from the Philippines to the U.S. when I was four. It was 
really nice to reconnect with my family and hear all of the stories I 
don’t remember from the Philippines. We went to many places and 
traveled, just spending time together as a family. It’s such a happy 
country. Everyone’s always smiling. It was so eye-opening to say, 
‘Wow, there’s more to the world than I ever knew about and this is 
where I’m from.’” JUNIOR THERESE SANTIAGO

“I went to Cartagena, Colombia for a week and stayed in the house 
where my mom grew up. Cartagena is close to the ocean, so I 
walked down to the beach everyday. I visited family members that I 
hadn’t seen in years. My favorite part was seeing my grandma. She 
took me out everyday to show me the city and culture. It was an 
amazing experience, and an emotional goodbye, but I plan to go 
back soon.” SENIOR LISETTE ALBERTO 

Traveling to the Philippines, the Dominican Republic, and 
Colombia, junior Therese Santiago and seniors Jose Villa 
and Lisette Alberto honor their family heritage.

1. FIELD OF DREAMS. Manz and her students sit 
on a tractor in a field outside of their village. 
The students and teachers played games such 
as volleyball and American football during free 
time. 2. PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH. Village 
assembly held at the school. It was organized by 
the preacher from a nearby church and teachers 
at the school. 3. HOME AWAY FROM HOME. Manz 
with host family in Temnogaytsi in their traditional 
Ukrainian shirts. The shirts are typically worn on 
the first and last day of school and on holidays. 
4. TEACHER KNOWS BEST. An English class taught 
by Manz in the village of Temnogaytsi. The 
students improved their skills through games and 
exercises.  Photos courtesy of Elvira Manz

PHILIPPINES

COLOMBIA

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

1.

3.

4.

2.
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CGGROUPS
clubs &

Field Bands
Guys and Dolls

Band Front
Interact, Key Club & Volunteering

GALA
Lit Flick, Rising Phoenix & Library
Sister Cities & International Club

44-45
48-49
98-99
104-105
110-111
128-129
134-135

PRprofiles

Mrs. Barbara Davis
Roha Awais

Joshua Jordan
Peter Kane

Nicholas Caputo
Aaron Thomas
Dillon Groover
Tyler Walmsley
Hailey Bicknell

Taylor O’Donnell
Janice Teeter

Mr. Benjamin Bowers

14-15
20-21
36-37
50-51
66-67
78-79
90-91
100-101
116-117
126-127
132-133
150-151

of Corning. It’s something I’ve 
done as long as I can remember. 
It goes along with the [City of 
Corning Parks and Recreation] 
department,” Mayer said. “It really 
helps because you can see the 
difference it makes with kids, like 
they’re these not-so-well-off kids 
that are getting a chance to get 
stuff that they wouldn’t normally 
get on Halloween because the 
city kind of provides for them. 
Of course, it all comes from 
donations, and it’s really the city 
coming together as a whole to 
give these kids what they need.” 
photo • Meghan Ritter 5 • Bump, Set, 

Selfie Before the announcement 
of athletes at the first outdoor 

Bryce Derick holds the front of 
the pack with junior Grayson 
Campbell and freshman Brody 
Hayes-Glick close behind at 
SUNY Cortland’s Large School 
Meet on Tuesday, Dec. 29. photo • 

Aran Holland 3 • Music Makers In Mr. 
Joseph Stork’s sixth period music 
class, seniors Dominic Mizzoni 
and Britany Troutt construct 
a guitar from cardboard on 
Wednesday, Oct. 28. photo • Kelsey Taylor 
4 • Halloween Hockey Dressed 
as a hockey player, senior Storm 
Mayer hands a game piece to a 
child at the Nasser Civic Center 
on Friday, Oct. 30. “It’s an event 
called the Great Pumpkin Hunt 
that we do every year for the kids 

1 • The Starting Lineup During 
the team roll call at the start 
of the Horseheads basketball 
game on Wednesday, Jan. 20, the 
student section cheers as the 
varsity boys squad is announced. 
“I think the student section is 
important for games because it 
keeps the student section hype, 
keeps the player hype,” senior 
Maxwell Peck said. “We are there 
for support, and our own fun. It’s 
nice for the players to be able to 
turn around and hear the roar of 
a friendly Corning crowd.” The 
Hawks dropped the contest to the 
Raiders, 39-48. photo • Paige Lamb

2 • In Pursuit As they make their 
way around the bend, freshman 

EVERYTHING
theory

the 

of

tesserae 2016

1 2 3 4 5

pep rally, members of the varsity 
volleyball team pose for a selfie 
on Thursday, Oct. 1. photo • Aimee Spisak

6 • Riverside Research Kneeling 
down in the Chemung River flats 
south of school, Mrs. Sarah Eddy 
accompanies senior Roha Awais 
and junior Meaghan Price during 
IB Biology SL as they analyze 
changes plant populations in 
increasing proximity to the water. 
“My students really enjoy getting 
out there by the river and on the 
Science on Seneca trip, both. It’s 
hands-on, and I think it’s a lot 
more real-world to them than if I 
set up a lab experience for them 
in the back of the classroom,” 
Eddy said.  photo • Nina Listopadzki

sports

Girls Tennis
Boys Soccer

Girls Swimming
Football

Volleyball
Fall Cheerleading

Golf
Cross Country

Girls Soccer
Gymnastics

Bowling
Girls Basketball

Wrestling
Competition Cheer

Boys Swimming
Indoor Track

Boys Basketball

18-19
24-25
34-35
38-39
46-47
52-53
58-59
68-69
74-75
82-83
108-109
112-113
120-121
136-137
138-139
144-145
148-149

SP

Fly Girl Arms extended through 
her stroke, sophomore Megan 
McNutt pulls through a breath 
while competing in the butterfly 
on Saturday, Sept. 26 at the Dr. 
Jack Thomas Girls Swim Invite at 
Elmira High School. McNutt and 
the team placed 4th, with 161 
points. photo • Michael Clark

SL

Summer
Athletic Health

College Preparation
Tattoos & Piercings

Homecoming
Jobs

Around Town
Cars

Obsessions
Music

Foreign Exchange
Beliefs & Values

Primaries & Politics
Dance

Hunting & Fishing
Robotics

Student Section & Pep Band
Traditions 

Pets
Food

12-13
22-23
26-27
28-29
32-33
40-41
54-55
62-63
70-71
72-73
86-87
92-93
94-95
96-97
102-103
106-107
114-115
118-119
124-125
140-141

LIFE
student

TRREFERENCE
theme &

Openings
Spring Supplement

Seniors
Juniors

Sophomores
Freshmen

Faculty & Staff
Advertisements

Clubs & Groups
Sports 
Index

Colophon
Closing

2-11
152-153
154-173
174-182
182-193
193-203
203-207
208-275
276-287
288-289
298-313
314-315
316-319

AC

Music Classes
Math

Humanities
Science

Choral Groups
Technology & Systems

Business
Concert Band

BOCES
Physical Education

Student Media
Health
English

Art

16-17
30-31
42-43
56-57
60-61
64-65
76-77
80-81
84-85
88-89
122-23
130-131
142-143
146-147

ACADEMICS

6
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“When I got this, I was 
religious. But lately, I haven’t 
really been into the whole 
God thing. I don’t regret it 
because I really do like the 
tattoo. But, I probably would 
have gotten something 
different than a cross if I 
were to have gotten it now. 
Sometimes, tattoos can be a 
mistake. You need to really 
think them over.”

Mrs. Carolyn Kizis: “I knew I 
wanted to get something with my 
boys’ names and I was trying to think 
of something that I would want to put 
on my body permanently, and I like 
the infinity symbol because it pulls a 
little math in there too.”  Mrs. Stacey 

Harris: ”It’s an owl sitting on books, 
so obviously my love of books, as an 
English teacher, inspired it. It’s a way 
to express something that I had been 
thinking about and working toward for 
a number of years. It’s really just about 
perseverance and knowledge and 
working hard to achieve the things that 
you dream of.”  photo by • Paige Lamb

What is the significance 
behind your tattoo?

“The dreamcatcher—
I got that one for my 
grandfather. He collects 
dreamcatchers, so I got 
that for him. Eventually 
I want like a bracelet 
going around to make 
it look like it’s hanging, 
and I‘m going to get his 
name in it.”

 “The promise one—
I actually got that with 
my aunt. My aunt has 
the same exact one so 
we just got matching. 
And this one, my uncle 
kind of designed it.”

“This tattoo, to me, shows 
respect and honor not just 
for the [fire] department I 
am in, but for the person my 
dad has built me to be. He 
has been my rock through 
every obstacle I’ve come 
across and has always tried 
his best to help me through 
anything. He’s my best 
friend.” Katherine Parry•12

Savage: “People started to call 
me it and it’s not because like, 
‘Oh, he does crazy and stupid 
stuff,’ it’s just because when I’m 
on the [football] field I take it 
seriously and I know there will 
be obstacles, and I know I have 
to overcome them, and when 
people get in my way I have to 
run them over basically.”
Isaiah Fisher•10

Hope: “Basically, I got it for the 
times when I feel down and 
when I feel like I can’t push no 
more. I just look at it, and I just 
think of [my aunt], and I think 
just have hope in yourself and 
keep pushing forward and keep 
fighting.”
Isaiah Fisher•10

employed

THING
family
it’s kind of a 

1•Taylor Rease • 12, 2•Samantha Snyder • 10, 3•Jessica Currie • 12, 
4•Alexis Milone • 11, 5•Kezia Hatch • 10,  6•Elizabeth Cavallaro • 12

heads

Destiny Bailey•12

“

”

It’s your 
body   —it’s 
going to 
be there 
for life.

Students show off their body art, 

influenced by and honoring 

specific family members

PAIN IS TEMPORARY
TATTOOS ARE PERMANENT

“The [tattoo] on my ankle was a nine. It was 
well worth it. It’s near bone so with any tattoo 
with thin skin near a bone is going to be more 
painful. It’s going to be on my skin forever, so I 
wanted it done, and not have half done.”
Salina Teeter•12

“Mine was a five. It’s not so bad, but it gets 
worse when it gets closer to an area where 
there’s more bone under the skin, rather than 
muscle or fat.  I was thinking about just how 
amazing it would look once it was finished. “
Sarah Bailey•12

“The deer head, the buck, on my arm was 
a three. There is more muscle there so it 
didn’t hurt as bad as the one on my chest.”
Matthew Jessup•12

“It was a little painful because of the 
way the tattoo is actually made and the 
place it was put.”
Jade Taylor•12

1
After experiencing their first tattoos, students rate 

the pain of getting inked on a scale of 1-10

1.1

6

3

5

“[My piercing] 
was original and 
no one else had 
it and I wanted 
something 
different.” 
Taylor Rease •12

28-29CGSP PRTR AC

EVERYTHING tattoos and piercings
guess the piercing  pain tolerance  

tattoos for family  teacher tattoos
SL

2

4

TATTOOED AND
Math teacher Carolyn Kizis and English 

teacher Stacey Harris describe the 

stories behind their tattoos 

From napes to noses, these six students’ 

piercings show their style. Can you guess 

whose is whose? reporting • Emily Freeland 
photos • Paige Lamb and Emily Freeland

reporting and photos • Paige Lamb

reporting • Emily Freeland

reporting • Danielle Butler

10
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14 15Baker WetlandsAcademics

Running through the Haskell Baker Wetlands, 
senior Cole Young tries to catch a Monarch 
butterfly on Sept. 23. Although Young did not 
catch this one, the Environmental Ed class did 
catch, tag and release 26 Monarchs. Photo by 
Bryce Rex

1 2 3

4
5

Charging through fields of bright, yellow 
flowers, senior Cole Young lost his balance 
and fell, allowing the Monarch butterfly 
to flutter beyond his reach. As the 
Environmental Education 2 class trailed 
behind him, he yelled when he spotted 
another Monarch  fluttering by. 

“We go out to catch Monarchs that 
migrate through the area on their way to 
Mexico,” Young said.

During a field trip to the Haskell-Baker 
Wetlands, Environmental Ed 2 students 
tagged Monarchs during their migration in 
September. Students took the butterflies back 
to school to assess their health, tag them and 
release them to continue their journey. 

“The Monarchs are important to North 
America, as a whole,” senior Ethan Nelson 
said. “They help pollinate plants and are a 
major food source for bigger animals. It’s 
important to check and see how the overall 
species is doing.”

To check on the population, the class 
measured and took note of the condition of 
each Monarch’s body and wings.

“Their wings are made up of tiny 
microscopic scales,” Nelson said. “Those can 
get brushed off, so [if they had scale damage] 
you could see straight through the wings. 
They’re almost transparent at that point.”

Unlike previous years, the class was 

also able to look at a common parasite in 
Monarchs called Ophryocystis elektroscirrha 
(OE). OE spores are ingested by Monarchs 
while they are caterpillars. The larvae 
damages the developing Monarch, making it 
difficult to emerge from the pupae.

“We had a sticker that we put on the 
abdomen of the butterfly,” senior Colin 
Anthony said. “It was then taken off and put 
on a clear plastic sheet. The sheet was placed 
under a stereoscope where the infection 
would be visible.”

After assessing the creatures, the 
students tagged and released them and 
the data was sent to the Monarch Watch 
Foundation which tracks the migration of 
the butterflies.

For Nelson and other students, the 
Environmental Ed curriculum was a way 
to see the connection between nature and 
everything around them. 

“I hope that more people see the 
importance of what is being taught and get 
interested enough to take the class,” Nelson 
said. “[I hope they] become educated about 
the environment and why it’s so important to 
protect and understand it. The environment 
will always affect us, not only as a country or 
a society but the planet as a whole.” 
STORY BY TESS HOLCOM 
& GRACE GORENFLO

The Environmental Education 2 students traveled to the 
Haskell-Baker Wetlands near Lawrence to catch and tag 
Monarch butterflies to study their migratory patterns

Monarch Butterfly

Slightly Infested
0- 100 SPORES

100- 200 SPORES

200+ SPORES

Mildly Infested

Very Infested

Using a microscope, students examined the parasites on 
the Monarchs’ bodies called Ophryocystis elektroscirrha

In addition to butterflies, students caught a variety of other organisms 
native to the wetlands and placed them in the ‘Native Tank’ in the classroomSide Note

Thought You Should Know

- Enviromental Ed teacher Michael Pisani

“Instead of just tagging the monarchs, 
we’ve [taken] the extra steps to get 
a real world experience.  here’s what 

a field biologist would do : collect 
samples and get data to figure out 
what’s wrong with the monarchs.”

Winging It

Bullfrog Tadpoles
Larval stage lasts two years. 

Will be returned to the 
wetlands the following fall.

Dragonfly Larvae
Most died within a few 

months. Classroom 
aquarium does not simulate 

natural conditions.

mosquitofish
Reproduced successfully. 

Will be returned to the 
wetlands next fall.

1. Environmental Education instructor Michael 
Pisani tags a butterfly on Sept. 23 as senior Isabella 
Moura observes. “I was really excited about it, but 
if I had the appropriate clothing I would have been 
more excited,” Moura said. Photo by Bryce Rex  |  2. 
Pisani sorts the wax envelopes which will protect 
the captured butterflies. The envelopes are used to 
keep the butterflies from damaging themselves while 
they are transported back to the school. Photo by 
Bryce Rex  |  3. Seniors Trevor Preston and Isabella 
Moura get help from Pisani as they tag a butterfly in 
class Sept. 30. The Monarchs are tagged to allow the 
Monarch Watch Program to track the migration path 
of each Monarch. Photo by Bryce Rex  |  4. Senior Phil 
Shriver holds a crawdad which was taken back to 
school and put in the native species aquarium in the 
Environmental Education room. “[Baker-Wetlands] 
helps us understand that everything has a place 
and purpose in life,” Shriver said. Photo by Bryce 
Rex  |  5. After seining a depression in the wetland, 
seniors Phil Shriver and Cole Young sort the various 
organisms collected in the net. Some were taken back 
and studied in the Environmental Education room. 
Photo by Bryce Rex
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Cyndi Aldaco Front Office Manager Kevin 
Aley Head of Maintenance Scott Blakey 
Bible 12, Spiritual Life, V Basketball Coach 
Tamara Bonn Algebra I-II Nancy Botten 
Computer Explorative 7-8, HTML, Dream-
weaver, C++, Introduction to Computers, 
Webmaster, International Club Adviser 

Lori Breckley PE, Fit for Life Angela 
Bullard English 8, Mock Trial, [Honors] 
British Literature Vivian Collett Front 
Office Assistant Sherwood Cook 
Custodian, V Girls’ Soccer Coach Betty 
Crocker Admissions Director, Car Wash 
Coordinator, Volunteer Coordinator 

Russell De Kock Principal Rick DiFlorio MS 
Athletic Director, Bible 10-11, JV/V Boys’ 
Basketball Coach Donna Farris Sixth Grade 
Department Head Cindy Fredendall Home 
Economics, Pre-Algebra Nancy Gilmore 
[Honors] World Literature, Bible 10, Ker-
ygma, MS Musical Music Director 

Lulyn Godfrey Development Officer 
Linda Gomez Front Office Assistant Ruth 
Goodman Cambiata, Revelation, Genesis, 
Beginning Band, Band Club Adviser Willie 
Guida PE Department Head, Bible 10, PE, 
Weightlifting, V Tennis Coach, JV Football 
Coach David Han International Program 
Director, PE, Volleyball Coach 

Terri Harris Math Department Chair, [Hon-
ors] Pre-calculus, Calculus AB, Geometry 
Donn Headley US History, Military History, 
Chess Club Adviser Steve Hicok Adminis-
trator, Extreme History Tricia Higgins Op-
erations Manager Elaine Hitchcock English 
8, Science 8 

John Hitchcock Chemistry, Physics, Science 
Department Head Steve Hoff Social Stud-
ies Department Head, US Government, 
Critical Issues in American Society, WASC 
Coordinator Ann Hofferber Science 7, Biol-
ogy, Study Hall, Archery Club Adviser Nick 
Hughes Algebra I, Bible 8, Worship Team 
Julie In’t Hout US History 8, Spanish III-IV 

Nick In’t Hout ESL Crystal Kazmierski Fine 
Arts Department Head, Yearbook, Graphic 
Design and Technology, HS Drama Shari 
Langer College and Career Counselor 
Becky Light Art I-II, MS Boys’ Basketball 
Coach Rigo Macias Spanish Explorative, 
Spanish II, JV Baseball Coach 

Dan Mahaffie Bible 9, V Baseball Coach, 
International Club Adviser Nancy Mann 
Middle School Counselor Leslie Martinez 
Resource Officer Marlene Mathis Sixth 
Grade, ASB Adviser James McClung 
Groundskeeper 

His hands are tucked away in his worn Levi pockets, waiting for 
the interview to begin. Chuck Self pulls out his brown-tinted sunglasses 
and wipes them on the arm of his chair. He’s the staple groundskeeper 
– here every day from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. He works hard because this 
is what he loves: the atmosphere, the students, his fellow employees. 
Chuck took a walk on the wild side before donning the red workshirt 
and hopping into the maintenance vehicle. 

He was just a regular kid who grew up near Knoxville, Tennes-
see. He lived in a small town where there wasn’t much to do in the 
winter. It was too cold to go out and fish, so he went to the local 
pool hall instead.

“My dad liked to play pool, and at the time he was the best player 
around,” he said rubbing his forefinger across his chin. “I was going to 
school, and he told me that if he ever caught me in the pool hall, he 
would tan my hide.”

The glint in his eyes hinted at what was coming. 
“Well, the temptation got to me a bit, and I met up with some of 

the regulars and started playing a little pool – even though I was about 
a year under age of going in there. So, I was off, shooting pool and 
having a good time, until I looked up and saw my dad behind me. He 
told me he’d see me when I got home.” 

He leans back and laughs. Just thinking of his father provides nos-
talgic entertainment.

“My dad never gave me the licking he promised me. He just gave 
me a good lecture. When I was 18, he said he’d teach me the fine art of 
playing … and he did. He taught me everything, especially how to put 
English [spin] on the ball. I became the best player in town and got a 
job as [a gambler] for the pool hall.”

While his mom never cared for his pastime, it was his wife’s disap-
proval that persuaded him to stop playing. According to Chuck, pool 
halls had bad news written all over them. 

“People referred to them as dens of sin,” he said. “So my wife 
said she wasn’t gonna marry somebody who worked in a poolroom. 
That put an end to those smoky old days, and I became a legitimate, 
working man.”

“[Knoxville] itself was just a little country town. It wasn’t particu-
larly mean. It’s like everything else in the world – just a few bad men. 
We were a group of good ol’ boys trying to have a good time.” 

A smile makes its way across his face as Chuck recalls his former 
prowess as a pool shark. For him, shooting billiards (he says “pool” is 
a dirty word) is no longer a matter of money and gambling; it’s just 
about having fun. 

“That’s the story of the old smoky poolroom. It’s not something to 
brag about – I just love the game. With the snow piling on the ground, we’d 
just grab the Dr. Pepper and cheese crackers and rack up the ball game.” 

sam blakey, jessica lucia

Chuck Self prepares for 
the day as he rides on 
his maintenance vehicle. 
“It’s like a big family 
[here]. I just can’t say 
that I’m coming to work. 
It’s not work for me. It’s 
a family reunion every 
day. I’d rather be here 
than anywhere else in 
the world. These are my 
kids.” After five years 
of playing pool, Self 
trades in his cue stick 
for a broom stick. He 
signed on for part-time 
as a maintenance man 
but loved it so much 
that he made his stay 
permanent.

Chuck Self takes a walk on the wild side 
                (with a little English on it)
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Let’s go… 

Mining for new ideas
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Finding 
Inspiration 
in Uncommon Places



1. Fashion





2. Architecture 
and  

Interior Design











3. 
Photography





4. Packaging 
Design





5. Board Games





6. The 
Natural 

World





7. Travel





8. Music





9. Crafts





10. Food







11. Things we 
love
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City magazine



Vodka magazine



Rent program



Photo Treatment ideas
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